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Abstract: This letter presents a high-speed 8B/10B encoder design
using a simplified coding table. The proposed encoder also includes
a modified disparity control block. Logic simulation and synthesis
have been done for the performance verification. After synthesized
with a CMOS 0.18µm process, the proposed design shows the oper-
ating frequency of 343MHz with no latency. The synthesized chip
area is 1886µm2 with 189 logic gates. The proposed 8B/10B encoder
shows the overall performance improvement compared to previous ap-
proaches.
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1 Introduction

The 8B/10B encoder is used to generate sufficient data transitions for facili-
tating clock and data recovery in the various networks. Also it provides a DC
balance by trying to equalize the number of ‘0’ and ‘1’ in the data stream.
Most popular, de facto standard, 8B/10B encoder is based on the scheme
proposed by IBM [1]. However, the logic implemented based on the IBM’s
encoding table needs deep logic depths, which limits the operating speed.
To be adopted in high-speed serial links, different 8B/10B encoders were
suggested [2, 3, 4]. In this letter, a design of high-speed 8B/10B encoder
by a simplified coding table is presented. The proposed encoder includes
a modified disparity control block which also reduced the disparity control
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logic.

2 Proposed 8B/10B Encoder

2.1 Proposed encoder and coding table reduction algorithm
Block diagram for the proposed 8B/10B encoder is shown in Fig. 1. The
block has simplified Pre 5B/6B encoder, Pre 3B/4B encoder, and modified
disparity control block by the proposed reduction algorithm.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of proposed 8B/10B encoder

The coding table reduction algorithm is described as follows. As seen in
the original 5B/6B encoding given in ref. [1], the first four bits of encoded
outputs (denoted as ‘abcd’) are not changed except the corresponding bits
of input data ‘ABCD’ are either all zero’s or all one’s. In order to reduce the
number of input patterns to consider the first four bits (‘ABCD’) are added.
And the input patterns are grouped with their addition result. Depending
on the summing value of the four bits and the fifth bit ‘E’, a new simplified
5B/6B coding table is generated as shown Fig. 2 (a). By checking the other
part of bit sequence (‘f’ and ‘g’ from 3B/4B encoding), the bit length of
consecutive ‘1’ or ‘0’ should not be controlled under five. As a result, the
conventional 31 different cases in 5B/6B encoding are reduced to only 10
encoding plus two special cases.

The encoded results from 5B/6B Pre encoder are the encoded outputs
(‘abcdei’) and the current running disparity value (CurRD). The output ‘x’
means that no encoding logic is required because input and encoded output
patterns are the same. After encoding, the current running disparity value
is assigned for disparity control block. Complementing operation depend-
ing on encoded values is processed in the final stage with D-F/F and XOR
gates. The special cases (D.24, K.28) should be handled exceptionally in the
proposed encoding scheme. Based on the proposed scheme the D.24 (00011)
code will be encoded to ‘000111’ instead of ‘001100’ for DC balance. In ad-
dition to that, in the case of K.28, the encoded output ‘i’ should be changed
from ‘0’ to ‘1’ for representing the comma value. Therefore additional logic
for handling D.24 and K.28 cases is required.

Fig. 2 (b) shows the simplified 3B/4B encoding table with the same reduc-
tion algorithm applied to the 5B/6B encoding reduction. The conventional
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13 encoding cases are reduced to only 7 encoding cases plus one exception.
Here, it is also necessary to take care of the special code for preventing more
than five consecutive same bit patterns.

Fig. 2. (a) Simplified 5B/6B encoding table (b) Simplified
3B/4B encoding table (c) Modified disparity and
complement decision table

2.2 Modified Disparity Control Block
In disparity control, the decision on whether complementing the pre-encoded
output or not should be made and new running disparity values must be gen-
erated. In conventional scheme, those values are obtained from another long
disparity coding table. However, in the proposed scheme, the new disparity
value and complementing the final output are determined by only checking
the polarity of the current and previous running disparity. By this scheme
the overall operating speed can be improved. Current Running disparity
values of ‘CurRD6’ and ‘CurRD4’ are coming from the modified Pre 5B/6B
encoder and Pre 3B/4B encoder, respectively. The ‘NextRD6’ is generated
from 5B/6B disparity check block by evaluating ‘CurRD6’ and ‘PreRD4’ and
it is provided to the 3B/4B disparity check block. The ‘NextRD4’ is coming
from 3B/4B disparity check block by evaluating ‘CurRD4’ and K value and
it is provided to the 5B/6B disparity check block after one clock cycle. Thus
‘CurRD4’ becomes “PreRD4’ after one clock cycle. The ‘Compls6’ and ‘Com-
pls4’ signals are generated from each disparity check block. When ‘Compls6
(or 4)’ is equal to ‘1’, then the encoder complements the pre-encoded output.
The operation of the disparity control is summarized in Fig. 2 (c). Original
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23 different disparity coding cases are reduced to 9 general plus 3 special
cases only depending on running disparities. For the K28.3 code, the dispar-
ity value in the previous encoding stage is minus (−) and the disparity value
of current encoding stage becomes plus (+). Thus the encoder generates the
final output without complementing since the sign of ‘Compls4’ is ‘0’. This
results in a run length of 6 in the final encoded output of K28.3 code, which
is not allowed in the 8B/10B encoding scheme. In order to solve the prob-
lem, the logic has to set the ‘Compls4’ bit for K28.3, K28.2 code, and the
‘Compls6’ bit for D7.7.P7 code after checking the disparity.

3 Results and Performance Analysis

The proposed encoder has been designed using and simulated. Logic Synthe-
sis and P&R (Place and Route) are also performed using the CMOS 0.18µm
technology library. A PRBS (Pseudo Random Bit Sequence) input patterns
are used to verify the correct encoding operation. The simulation on syn-
thesized circuit has verified the operation on the proposed 8B/10B encoder.
For the performance comparison, encoders that based on the original IBM’s
encoding table and Xilinx’s scheme have been also designed and synthesized
with the same 0.18µm CMOS technology library. In order to compare the
recent approach, the Xilink’s encoder design was synthesized and simulated
using 0.18µm CMOS by using the RTL code given in the Xilink homepage.
The Xilinx’s encoder adopted a state-machine based operation to enhance the
operating speed. In Table I, the performance comparison is given. It shows
that the operating frequency of the proposed encoder is improved by 25.6%
compared to IBM. And the operating frequency of the proposed encoder
is improved by 3.9% and the cell area is decreased by 43% compared to the
Xilinx approach. In terms of power consumption, the proposed scheme shows
about 70% power reduction compared to IBM’s. The Xilinx’s encoder shows
the comparable power consumption but it has a latency of five clock cycles.
As a result, the proposed 8B/10B encoder shows the overall performance
improvement.

Table I. Performance comparison

4 Conclusion

This work presents a design of 8B/10B encoder by the simplified coding table
and a modified disparity control. The proposed encoder improved operating
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frequency and reduced the cell area at the same time. The circuit shows
the operating frequency of 343MHz with no latency and occupies area of
1886µm2 using CMOS 0.18µm process. The proposed 8B/10B encoder shows
the overall performance improvement compared to previous approaches.
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